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Abstract
This document is a short report that describes some of the contributions
of the Database Engineering research group of the PReCISE research
center of the University of Namur (aka called LIBD) during the last four
decades. It focuses on the models, metamodels, languages and API that
have been developed in various domains of Database Engineering. The
detail of these results can be found on the research group website at the
address http://www.info.fundp.ac.be/libd. This version is an incomplete
draft of the final version. 
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1. Introduction

Database engineeering, and more generally database applications engineering,
addresses domains such as database exploitation, database design, database reverse
engineering or database evolution. A database is described through a hierarchy of
schemas, each of them expressed in a data  model, or information model according
to the abstraction level. A large part of database engineering resorts to schema mani-
pulation, where data structures are built, analyzed, evaluated, transformed and used
to produce various artefacts such as other schemas or DML and DDL code. 

As a popular example, building a new database devoted to a definite application
domain (that part of the real world about which we plan to collect and store informa-
tion) requires four main processes, namely (1) conceptual analysis, which produces
a conceptual schema of the application domain, expressed, say, in the Entity-rela-
tionship model, then (2) logical design, through which this schema is converted into
data structures according to a data model such as the SQL2 model, (3) this schema
is then converted into a physical schema compliant with the data model of a DBMS
(say, Oracle 11g), and finally this schema is coded into an SQL script according to
the SQL-DDL of Oracle.

The quality and the effectiveness of these schema manipulation processes depend
on the availability of appropriate data models. Hence the importance of model deve-
lopment activities. 

A data model defines a specific way to view data but, to be complete, it must be
accompanied by languages that tell how to define, modify and, more generally,
how to interact with a database. Sometimes, such languages take the concrete form1

of an API (application program interface) that also defines the technical detail of
these interactions. 

The design and evaluation of models require a means to describe them in a
general way and to reason about them. For example, how does the Entity-rela-
tionship model compare with UML class diagrams? This is the concern of
metamodelling, that proposes models to reason about models, and that are, for that,
called metamodels (at first glance, this seems a bit complicated but we will detail
and illustrate these concepts later on). 

This chapter describes the contribution of the Database Research Group to the
development of database models, database languages, API’s and metamodels.

Warning

If you are familiar with the UML concepts and diagrams, you could be puzzled
by the use of the term model in this chapter (and in others). 

In the database realm, a model is a formal system of abstract constructs that can
be used to describe any situation pertaining to a modeling domain; it can be given
several notations (textual, graphical). A schema is an artefact expressed with the
constructs of a model, and that specifies the structures of one definite situation of
an application domain. For instance, a conceptual schema is expressed in the

1. Most often as a library of classes, data types, functions and methods.
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Entity-relationship model while a logical schema will be expressed in the SQL2
data model.

In the UML vocabulary, a schema is called a model while a model is called a
metamodel. The example above will now reads: a conceptual model is expressed
in the Entity-relationship metamodel while a logical model will be expressed in
the SQL2 metamodel. 

But, . . . when in Rome, do as the Romans do.2

2. Database models and languages

Database engineering relies on the availability of appropriate data models and
languages. Models allow database structures to be described at the appropriate level
of abstraction, so that schemas can be built, evaluated, transformed and reasoned
about rigourously. They are at the core of design methodologies and CASE tools.
The conceptual models, such as the Entity-relationship model and some interpreta-
tions of UML class diagrams aim at describing data/information structures at the
conceptual, or technology-independent, level, while the many logical models (rela-
tional, object-relational, XML, and the like) currently available are intended to
represent data structures as they are implemented by data managers or by families
thereof.

Interacting with databases requires languages and protocols, be it for database
design, building, exploitation or administration. The level of language depends on
its goal and on the skill of its target user. In particular, user-oriented languages are
intuitive and easy to use while technical languages are more powerful but more
complex to use as well. It is interesting to note that allegedly user-oriented
languages progressively acquire the status of  technical language. COBOL and SQL
are just two outstanding examples!

We present and discuss some of data models and languages the database group
has developed as well as some contributions to model and language evaluation and
processing. 

They have been designed and/or studied for various application contexts classi-
fied into five categories of contribution:

A. Abstract models and languages for information system design: Individual mo-
del, IDA Entity-relationship model, GAM/ADL, GER model, relational mo-
del,  DB-MAIN models

B. DBMS models and languages: SPHINX data models and languages (DDL,
DML, NUL), IDML, NDBS model and languages, virtual data models (wrap-
pers), SQL-Script, conceptual API for system evolution

2. To make things worse, a model in logic is a set of values that, when assigned to the variables
of a set of predicates, satisfy the latter. In short, a model in logic denotes a collection of instances!
Just for the fun: a (logic) model is an instance of a (UML) model, which itself is an instance of a
(database) model. Enjoy!
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C. Special-purpose models and languages: decision support data model, tempo-
ral data models, language and API

D. Model analysis and evaluation: DBMS models, UML data model

E. Language processing: co-transformation, program analysis

2.1 Abstract models and languages

A model or a language are qualified abstract when they are not use to define and
process an actual database (in which case they would have been called DBMS model
or language, as in Part B of this section), but, rather, to specify in a simple and non
technical way some properties and treatment of a future or existing database. The
Entity-relation model, the relation algebra and UML diagrams are some examples of
abstract models and languages. They are mainly used in design activities.

We describe hereafter successive versions of the Entity-relationship model and
an abstract database manipulation language. Some work on the relational model is
described as well.

2.1.1 The Individual model

Reference [P74-04] reports on the first version on the Individual model (a variant
of the ER model), which was the main component of the MERISE methodology.
This model emerged from hot discussions in a French-Belgian think tank [P74-
03]. Hubert Tardieu, the architect of the Merise methodology, was a member of
the team3.

According to [P74-04], an individual is defined as a set of attributes. Binary rela-
tions can be defined between two individuals. They are classified into one-to-one,
one-to-many, many-to-one and many-to-many categories. Attributes can be asso-
ciated to a relation. A member of a relation is weak (or strong), depending on
whether its instances can exist (or not) without being part of a relation instance.
This early version of the Individual model was given a semantics based on 1st
order logic and relational algebra.

Later on, as a part of the Merise methodology, the Individual model will include
n-ary relations, cardinality constraints, identifiers (uniqueness constraints) as
well as other constraints.

2.1.2 The IDA Entity-relationship model

In 1983, François Bodart and Yves Pigneur published a book describing the IDA
methodology, comprising models and design methods for various aspects of
information system conceptual design [B83].  One of the models (called Entity-
relationship model, though significantly different from P. Chen’s model) was

3. Though he was not co-author of [P74-03] for technical reasons I can't remember any more.
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devoted to information structures specifications. This fairly comprehensive
model included entity types, is-a relations (with subtype constraints), complex
attributes, n-ary relationship types (with attributes), role cardinality constraints as
well as various constraints such as inclusion and exclusion of roles and relations.
The material of this book was based on paper [P76-03]. A second book addressed
logical database design [B86].

2.1.3 The Generalized Access Model (GAM) and the Access 
Algorithm Description Language (ADL) 

The Generalized Access Model (GAM) derives from early work on technology-
independent logical models [P74-01]. This binary model describes complex
objects (entity types), elementary objects (atomic value domains) and directed
binary relationship types between them. Each end of a relationship type (i.e., its
roles) bears cardinality constraints as integer intervals. The GAM was intended to
describe in a neutral way schemas in hierarchical, network, standard file and rela-
tional data models. Directed arcs define access paths required by (or offered to)
application programs. In figure 1, relationship type R12(PERSON,NAME) states
the existence of a function that yields the NAME object (here a value)  associated
to each PERSON object, while its inverse, R13(NAME,PERSON), indicates the
possibility to get the PERSON objects associated to a definite NAME object (an
abstract way to denote a mechanism such as an index).

The model has also been used to describe binary conceptual schemas. In this
interpretation, the direction of an arc is interpreted as the way to read the fact
described by this arc4.

Figure 1 - An early GAM schema (from [P74-01])

4. At that time, the possibility to model data structures at different levels of abstraction through a
unique formalism was already considered a necessity. It was fully developed with the GER,
which addresses all the levels of abstraction levels and most current and legacy paradigms.  It is
worth noticing that UML notations have the same objective, which accounts for its allegedly lack
of semantics.
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In the 80’s, more practical graphical conventions were adopted to draw GAM
schemas. They are illustrated in figure 2. Arcs are now adorned with symbols
defining the cardinality of the relationship type: one-to-many (triangle as in
referred), many-to-one (inverse triangle as in places and in (ORDER,DateOrd)),
many-to-many (diabolo as in within) and one-to-one (no symbol as in was and in
(PRODUCT,ProId)) as well as the mandatory status of roles (small crossbar). Arcs
can be undirected. Directed arcs still state how object instances can be navigated
through. Small handcuffs indicates that the arcs are each other’s inverse (referred
and reference). Bidirected arc stands for two, inverse, directed arcs (within).

Figure 2 - Alternative drawing of GAM schemas (excerpt from [B86])

The Access Algorithm Description Language (ADL) was first defined in [74-01]
and [74-04]. It has been used as an abstract data manipulation language to
describe conceptual, logical and physical database algorithms. It includes both
predicative expressions to designate entity and value collections and imperative
statements. Conceptual algorithms use mainly predicative expressions while
these predicates are developed into procedural patterns (or access plans) in
logical algorithms. Formerly a companion language of the GAM, notably to
study performance of database programs [P76-02] [P77-01] [B86], it has been
extended recently to complement the GER in A. Cleves’s thesis [PHD09]. In book
[B86], ADL was used to describe abstract database programs in a logical database
design process. The latter book also describes ADL transformations following
data structure transformations (what will be called later co-transformations). This
framework allows programs to be described at the conceptual level, then to be
automatically transformed into algorithms compliant with logical database
schemas. ADL has also been used as the basis for the rule language of the deci-
sion support data model ([P90-02] and [B94]). 

The fragment od figure 3, based on schema 2, uses the extended syntax described
in [B86]. It specifies the extraction of information from some orders of customers

CUSTOMER

PROSPECT

ORDER

DETAIL

PRODUCT

STORE

DateOrd ProId

was

placed

within

has referred

reference

OrdIdCity

Qty
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in London. This expression is conceptual since the data are described without any
reference to access mechanisms such as indexes and access paths.

Figure 3 - Conceptual ADL procedure

The expression A(r:B(C))  denotes the instances of A that are associated
through r to the instances of B that satisfy condition C. When r has no explicit
name, this expression reduces to A(:B(C)) .

The fragment below is equivalent but exploits access paths in the database
schema. The predicate describing ORDER instances is developed into a naviga-
tional algorithm according to efficiency reasonings. First, the algorithm accesses
the CUSTOMER instances associated to instance ’London’ of NAME (CITY is
supposed, or asked, to be indexed). Then, for each of them, it accesses the
instances of ORDER (1) that are associated to the current CUSTOMER instance
and (2) the date of which is prior to 2011/12/31. This procedure is clearly posi-
tioned at the logical level.

Figure 4 - Logical ADL procedure

GAM and ADL have been the basis of three research lines the main results of
which were published in book [B86] and partially implemented in CASE tools
ORGA and TRAMIS ([P92-01] [P92-04]).

1. Database performance analysis [P76-02] [P77-01] [B86], 
2. Study on schema and algorithm transformations [P81-02] [B86]

3. Logical design methodology, notably through schema/algorithm co-transfor-
mations [B86].

for OM := ORDERSMGMT do
for ORD := ORDER(((places: CUSTOMER(:City = 'London' ))
           and    (:DateOrd < 2011/12/31))

print ORD.OrdId, ORD.DateOrd;
endfor;

endfor;

for OM := ORDERSMGMT do
for CUS := CUSTOMER(:City = 'London' )

for ORD := ORDER((places: CUS)
           and   (:DateOrd < 2011/12/31))

print ORD.OrdId, ORD.DateOrd;
endfor;

endfor;
endfor;
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2.1.4 The Generic Entity-relationship (GER) model

The Generic Entity-relationship model (GER) is a wide-spectrum information/
data structure specification model. It encompasses the main concepts and cons-
tructs of most popular modeling formalisms, be they value-based or object-
based5. It has been given a precise semantics via an extended version of the NF2
(non-first normal form, or nested) relational model [P89-1] [P96-10]. Through a
specialization mechanism, such common models as Entity-relationship, UML
class diagrams and ORM6 can be rigourously specified and compared [P90-01].
Similarly, the GER can be used to define standard logical data models such as the
relational, object-oriented, object-relational, CODASYL, IMS, XML or plain file
structure models. The schema of figure 5 specifies an excerpt of an Entity-rela-
tionship-like conceptual schema. One of its typical graphical representation is
shown in figure 6.

Figure 5 - A GER conceptual schema (from [B09])

No specific declaration and manipulation languages have been defined for the
GER. When necessary, first predicate logic and relational algebra are used to
express designation formulae and constraints. 

The GER model has been the basis of transformation-based database engineering
processes [P06-10]. It has been given no specific representation language, so that,

5. In a value-based model, all the information is represented by values and value agregates. The
standard (1NF) relational model and standard files data structures are value-based. Object-based
models rely on the notion of self-identifying object. Values are attached to objects but are not part
of their definition. CODASYL DBTG model, the Entity-relationship model(s) and the object-
oriented models are object-based. For example, in all these models, an entity (or record, or
object) type need not have attributes to be valid.
6. Object-Role Model.

FILE, SALARIED, INSURANCE : entities
EMPLOYEE, WORKER : SALARIED
descr-FILE(FILE, FileNum, Contents)
descr-SALARIED(SALARIED, PID, Name)
descr-EMPLOYEE(EMPLOYEE, Service, Function)
descr-WORKER(WORKER, AffiliateNum, affiliate: INSURANCE, Status)
descr-INSURANCE(INSURANCE, OfficeCode, Name)
of(FILE, SALARIED)
descr-FILE[FILE] = FILE
descr-SALARIED[SALARIED] = SALARIED
descr-EMPLOYEE[EMPLOYEE] = EMPLOYEE
descr-WORKER[WORKER] = WORKER
descr-INSURANCE[INSURANCE] = INSURANCE
of[FILE] = FILE
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generally, the DB-MAIN graphical conventions will be used to display GER
schemas (figure 6).

2.1.5 The DB-MAIN models and languages

DB-MAIN (DataBase Maintenance and Evolution) is a large scope research
project devoted to the development of models, techniques, methods and tools to
support the major database engineering processes. DB-MAIN has been the
central project of the LIBD since 1993.  Its technology baseline is a CASE plate-
form, called (a bit unfortunately) DB-MAIN, on which support for the
engineering processes has been developed, notably as plugins.

We describe in this section some of the most important models and languages
provided by this CASE platform: 

1. The DB-MAIN data model and submodels

2. The processing model

3. The constraint language

4. The predicate-driven transformation language

Other models and languages have been included in DB-MAIN, namely a meta-
model, its application development languages (Voyager 2 and Jdbm), a method
model and its definition language (MDL) and scripting languages. Since they
concern methodologists more than designers and developers, they will be
described in the Metamodelling section (3.2).

a)The DB-MAIN data model

This model is a large subset of the GER model for which a graphical representa-
tion has been defined. Due to its origin, it has also been called GER in several
publications and, more generally, the Entity-relationship model [B09]. It has been
developed for the DB-MAIN CASE environment. A precise definition can be
found in the DB-MAIN manuals [T09-01], in DB design tutorials [T02-01] [T02-02]
and in text book [B09]. This model has been used since 1990 in all the publica-
tions of the Database Research Group.

The DB-MAIN data model includes conceptual constructs: 
• schema, derived view, text (including DDL code)
• entity type, supertype/subtype relation (with optional total and disjoint cons-

traints)
• n-ary relationship type, polymorphic (multitype) role, cardinality constraint;
• attribute of entity type, of relationship type and of compound attribute; user

domain, object-attribute; atomic/compound attribute, single-/multivalued attri-
bute (set, bag, list, unique list, array, unique array), optional/mandatory attri-
bute; attribute cardinality; 
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• identifier of entity type, of relationship type, of complex attribute; hybrid iden-
tifiers (comprising atributes and roles)

• existence constraints (coexistence, exclusion, at-least 1, exactly 1, implica-
tion); inclusion constraint; user-defined constraint

• processing unit (e.g., class method)
• stereotype and meta-property

Figure 6 - A DB-MAIN conceptual schema expressing the GER schema of figure 5 
(from [B09]) 

The DB-MAIN model can be used as a logical model covering the constructs of,
e.g., SQL2, SQL3, object-oriented, XML, standard files and legacy models such
as hierarchical (IBM IMS) and network (CODASYL DBTG) models. At this
abstraction level, entity types, attributes and relationship types have a slightly
different interpretation. For exemple, an entity type represents a record type, a
segment type, a class, a table or a table type, according to the data model. In addi-
tion, the DB-MAIN data model includes the concept of foreign key, with several
variants (notably multivalued).

At the physical level, new constructs will be aded to schemas, such as access
keys (e.g., indexes)  and entity collection (a generic name for physical files or
storage space). Figure 7 shows an SQL2 physical schema.

b)DB-MAIN data submodels

The DB-MAIN model appears as a superset of the main operational models, that
is, models actually used by practitioners, such as Entity-relationship, UML class
diagrams, or SQL2 models. By restricting its constructs, it is possible to define
submodels such as those mentioned above. 

0-11-1 of

0-N

1-1 affiliate

   

SALARIED
PID
Name

id: PID

WORKER
AffiliateNum
Status
id': affiliate.INSURANCE

AffiliateNum

EMPLOYEE
Service
Function

FILE
FileNum
Contents

id: FileNum

INSURANCE
OfficeCode
Name

id: OfficeCode
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Figure 7 - A DB-MAIN relational physical schema that implements the conceptual 
schema of figure 6. This schema specifies foreign keys (ref tag), indexes (acc tag) 

and storage spaces in which table rows will be stored.

A submodel M is defined by specialisation in three steps
• first, the concepts of the DB-MAIN model pertinent for M are selected (in

SQL2, entity types and attributes are selected but not relationship types), 
• second, the construct patterns that make valid schemas are defined through a

set of structural constraints (for example, an entity type comprises at least one
attribute in SQL2)

• third, the constructs patterns are given their usual names in M (for example, an
entity type is called a table in SQL2).  

Figure 8 shows such a specialisation for the SQL2 logical model.

In some project, the standard Entity-relationship model has proved too rich to
lead to practical results. This was the case for the development of temporal data-
bases (section 2.3.2), decision support (section 2.3.1) and NDBS (section 2.2.3),
among others. Hence the concept of basic Entity-relationship model. Though
there is no standard definition, a basic model is obtained through one or several of
the following restrictions;

• binary relationship types only
• functional relationship types only (one-to-one or one-to-many)
• relationship types without attributes
• no IS-A relation
• partition or disjoint IS-A relation only
• single-valued and atomic attributes only
• single-component identifiers only.

Their specialisation is fairly easy to define.

WORKER
PID
AffiliateNum
OfficeCode
Status
id: PID

ref acc 
id': OfficeCode

AffiliateNum
acc 

ref: OfficeCode

SALARIED
PID
Name
id: PID

acc 

INSURANCE
OfficeCode
Name
id: OfficeCode

acc 

FILE
FileNum
PID
Contents
id: FileNum

acc 
id': PID

ref acc 
EMPLOYEE
PID
Service
Function
id: PID

ref acc 

FILE_DATA

FILE

INSUR_DATA

INSURANCE

PERSON_DATA

WORKER
EMPLOYEE
SALARIED
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Figure 8 - Specialisation of the DB-MAIN model for the SQL2 model

c)The DB-MAIN constraint metalanguage

DB-MAIN provides a structural constraint language that can be used to search
the current schema for pattern instances7 or to validate a schema against definite
constraint(s). Contrarily to constraint languages such as UML OCL, that apply on
schema instances (that is, on data), this language applies on schemas. For this
reason, it actually is a metalanguage.

Considering the stability of the DB-MAIN metaschema, we have not found
useful to develop a fully generic constraint language, such as those that are
defined on the UML MOF. On the contrary, this language, the syntax of which
explicitly mentions metaschema objects, is highly expressive. 

Most of its 300 forms comprise a predicate name and a range parameter. This
name refers to a quantity from the current schema (most often the number of
something for each something else) and the range specifies the valid values of this
quantity. Some examples, with their interpretation as schema validation8:

SQL2 constructs GER constructs structural constraints

database schema schema

table entity type an entity type includes at least 
one attribute

domain simple domain

nullable column single-valued and atomic 
attribute with cardinality [0-1]

not null column single-valued and atomic 
attribute with cardinality [1-1]

primary key primary identifier a primary identifier comprises 
attributes with cardinality [1-1]

unique constraint secondary identifier

foreign key reference group the composition of the reference 
group must be the same as that 
of the target identifier

SQL names GER names the GER names must follow the 
SQL syntax

7. In this usage, the constraint language also appears as a schema query language.
8. In search mode, a constraint selects the constructs that validate it. For example, the first
example selects the entity types with at least one attribute. In validate mode, it selects the cons-
tructs that do not satify it.  For example, the first example selects the entity types without
attributes.
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Additional user-defined constraints can be developed through Voyager 2 or Java
plugins. We will study in section 3.3 how this constraint language can be used to
define DB-MAIN submodels.

d)The DB-MAIN transformation metalanguage

DB-MAIN processes are based on the concept of transformation. Predicate-
driven transformations can be carried out through a transformation language. Its
statements have the general form Σ(p), where Σ is the name of a transformation
and p a predicate that selects the objects to which the transformation will be
applied. Predicates are defined in the constraint language.

Additional user-defined transformations can be developed through Voyager 2 or
Java plugins. We will study in section 3.3 how this transformation language can
be used to define transformation plans implementing method fragments. Some
examples:

Constraint Interpretation (as constraints)

AT_per_ET(1 N)
the number of attributes per entity type is between 1 
and N (= infinite), or, at least one atribute per entity 
type

ROLE_per_RT(2 N)
at least 2 roles per relationship type, or, n-ary 
relationship types are allowed

RT_per_SCHEMA(0 0)
exactly zero relationship type per schema, or, 
relationship types are not allowed 

LENGTH_of_NAMES(1 32) the length of names are from 1 to 32 characters

MAX_CARD_of_ATT(1 1)
the maximum cardinality of attributes is exactly 1, or, 
no multivalued attributes

DEPTH_of_ATT(1 1)
the depth level of attributes is exacly 1, or, no 
compound attributes

Transformation Interpretation

RT_into_ET(ROLE_per_RT(3 N))
transform relationship type R into a 
entity type if R has from 3 to N roles 
(= n-ary) 

RT_into_REF(ROLE_per_RT(2 2) and 
ONE_ROLE_per_RT(1 2))

transform relationship type R into 
reference (= FK) if R has exactly 2 
roles and at least one of them is a 
one role

INSTANTIATE(MAX_CARD_of_ATT(2 4))
instantiatea attribute A if  the max 
cardinality of A is from 2 to 4
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e)The DB-MAIN processing model

While data schemas were sufficient for standard database engineering processes,
addressing more complex processes, such as reverse engineering, required the
description of processing components of application systems. As a matter of fact,
the analysis of programs, both at the architectural and code levels, proved neces-
sary to understand the implicit structures and constraints of database schemas.
Therefore, processing schemas were soon introduced in DB-MAIN. The first
versions included the concepts of processing units, internal data objects, external
data objects (imported from data schemas), decomposition relation (between
processing units), call relation (between processing units) and input/output rela-
tions between processing units and data objects. 

In recent versions, these schemas have been extended and aligned with UML
Activity diagrams and Use case diagrams. An activity diagram includes action
states, states, decision states, signals, synchronization states, control flow and
object flows (figure 9). Use case diagram includes use cases, actors, use case rela-
tionships (associations, extend, generalization, include), actor relationships
(associations, generalization). 

2.1.6 The relational model (theory)

The database research group has not contributed to the development of the rela-
tional model but some education material has been written as textbooks for
students. Special care has been taken to present the principles of the relational
theory in an intuitive and practical way. 

Some important theoretical aspects of the relational model, in particular the
normalization process, have been described in book [B09] and in more detail in
book [B07]. The emphasis is on concepts and techniques applicable to database
design problems solving by practitioners. In particular, a new intuitive algorithm
to compute the unique keys of complex relation schemas is proposed. It is based
on the following properties: 

1. the attributes of relation schema R form a key of R
2. if attribute A is in key K of R and if A depends on a subset of K which it does

not belong to, then K − {A} still is a key of R.

ATT_into_ET_VAL(DEPTH_of_ATT(1 1) 
and MAX_CARD_of_ATT(5 N))

transform attribute A into an entity 
type by value representationb if it is at 
level 1 and its max cardinality is at 
least 5

a. Instantiating multivalued attribute A[0-n] consists in replacing it by the suite of single-
valued attributes A1, A2, ..., An.

b.Each entity of the new type represents a distinct value of A.
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The algorithm is valid for cyclic schemas9 as well. These principles are applied to
conceptual design, notably in the normalization process, thanks to the relational
interpretation of the Entity-relationship model through the GER. 

Figure 9 - General workflow of a clinical care process

2.2 DBMS models and languages

These models and languages are part of DBMS or of layers developed on top of
DBMS. As opposed to abstract models and languages, that are used to define actual
data structures and manipulate user data. 

2.2.1 The SPHINX data models and languages

One of the results of the project Large Administrative Databases (1971-1977)
was a DBMS based on a variant of the Entity-relationship model. Named
SPHINX, this DBMS was based on a hierarchy of two data models. The first one
would be qualified, according to the current terminology, conceptual [P74-02]

9. In which circuits hold in the graph of functional depencencies.

no

yes

yes no

noyes

Staff meeting

recurrence?

Surgery?

cancer confirmed?

Other-CP

FollowUp

Treatment
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and is close to the Entity-relationship model. The second one is at the logical
level and describes data units and access paths between them [P74-01]. However,
both were independent of the DBMS10. The concept of technology-neutral (PIM
in the MDE vocabulary) logical model was popular in the seventies. This idea
was later reused in the GAM, GER and DB-MAIN models. Figure 10 represents
a SPHINX conceptual schema and figure 1 a SPHINX logical schema.

Figure 10 - A conceptual schema according to the SPHINX Entity-relationship model. 
Attributes and some other constructs (roles, keys, cardinalities) are not shown.

SPHINX included a data definition language (DDL) and a data manipulation
language (DML) for COBOL programs and a user oriented language (NUL).
SPHINX DDL was reminiscent of CODASYL DDL but strongly simplified. The
fragment of a COBOL program of figure 11 includes SPHINX DML statements.
It displays information about the orders of product PA60. COBOL-SPHINX
programs were pre-compiled then processed by the standard COBOL compiler. 

The Navigational User Language (NUL) was designed to allow end-users to
query and update databases through an Entity-relationship view of data. A query
was incrementally built by defining simple objects derived from the conceptual
schema and from already defined objects. An interactive interpreter was deve-
loped on top of the SPHINX DBMS. NUL is described in paper [P76-01] and in
system manuals [R78-01] to [R78-05]. Figure 12 presents a short NUL dialog11

based on the schema of figure 10. The dialog includes two parts, namely
CONTEXT and COMMAND. In the CONTEXT section, the user defines one
or more object types derived from the schema: the departments in London
(LOND-DEPT), their employees who earn more than 50000 and have some skills
at level 3 (LOND-EMPL) and the skills of these employees (LOND-SKIL). 

10. I must confess that the titles of the papers are misleading!
11. The syntax has been slightly adapted to make queries easier to understand.

DEPARTMENT

PERSON

CHILDREN SKILL

manager employee

skill-of-personfiliation
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Figure 11 - SPHINX data manipulation procedure

The COMMAND section tells what data to extract from the instances of these
user objects. The result appears as a tree-structured value list.

Figure 12 - NUL query session

The SPHINX system, its data models and its languages are described in project
reports [R78-01] to [R78-05]. 

2.2.2 IDML

Based on the experience of system SPHINX, we experimented wrapper techno-
logy to provide a high level programming language to work with actual database
systems such as CODASYL and standard files. Through a high-level neutral data
manipulation language based on a binary data model derived from the GAM
[P78-02] [P81-01]. This language was an adaptation of abstract language ADL.
The program of figure 13 is written in full IDML. It builds a set of references to

@open ORDERSMGMT = OM.
@reach PRODUCT = PRO from OM
                         if (ProdId = 'PA60') .

@reach DETAIL = DET from PRO via reference
                    if (Qty>100)

                         get (QtyOrd).
@reach ORDER = ORD from DET via in
                 get (OrdId,DateOrd).
display "PA60", QtyOrd of DET, 
        OrdId of ORD, DateOrd of ORD
        on terminal.
@end.

@end.
@end.

@close.

  CONTEXT
LOND-DEPT ←  DEPARTMENT such-that LOCATION = 'London'
LOND-EMPL ←  for LOND-DEPT by employee PERSON
              such-that SALARY > 50000 and have som e SKILL3
SKILL3    ←  SKILL such-that LEVEL = 3
LOND-SKIL ←  for LOND-EMPL SKILL

  END

  COMMAND
print LOND-DEPT.Location,(LOND-EMPL.Name,(LOND-SKIL .Type))

  END
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ORDER entities ($Order-set ) then, for each of them, displays its Id and date of
order (schema of figure 14).

Figure 13 - IDML procedure

Programs were compiled and stored in a library. They were executed by a virtual
machine offering a neutral database manipulation API (basically a data dictionary
driven wrapper). A subset of IDML could be used in immediate mode (à la
BASIC), in which statements were executed step by step. A prototype system
was developed in RATFOR (a portable system development meta-language
extending FORTRAN).

2.2.3 The NDBS data model and languages

NDBS (Network DataBase System, 1986-1996) was an educational database
management environment allowing Turbo-Pascal programs to manage and use
complex data in an efficient, though very intuitive, way. The NDBS data model
was a variant of the ER model that offered entity types, complex attributes
(similar to PASCAL data types), single-component identifiers, one-to-many and
one-to-one relationship types (using the symbols of the GAM graphical conven-
tions), cyclic relationship types and multi-origin (polymorphic) relationship types
[NDBS-86].

NDBS comprised a runtime library (database handler), a DDL compiler, a 4GL
Query Language derived from ADL, a user-oriented data entry language, a data
dictionary, a report generator, an SQL/NDBS converter, an import/export tool12,
etc. The last version (under the name Pyramid) was developed by D. Rossi, then
Master student in the University of Namur. The database handler was a fairly
strict implementation of the principles developed in the course of Database Tech-
nology I gave in the 80's. [NDBS-86]. 

for ROOT := ORDERSMGMT
for PRO := PRODUCT(:ProdId = 'PA60')

for DET := DETAIL((:Qty>100) & (reference: PRO))
for ORD := ORDER(in: DET)

$Order-set :=+ ORD
end

end
end
for ORD := ORDER(=$Order-set)

display ORD.OrdId, ORD.DateOrd
end

end

12. The language of which has been adopted as the external format for DB-MAIN metadata (the
*.lun format)
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Figure 14 - An NDBS schema

A database was defined through the NDBS-DDL language (figure 15).

Figure 15 - NDBS data structure description

Some physical structures and parameters could be specified: page size, buffer
size, page range, storage schemes (random or clustered) and indexes. 

The runtime library comprises specific types, functions and procedures to mani-
pulate the data. The program of figure 16 computes the total ordered quantity of
product number 'PA60' .

database ORDERSMGMT

entity-type PRODUCT
identifier ProdId
begin

ProdId : string[20]
Description : string[120]
UnitPrice : real
QtyOnHand : integer

end

entity-type DETAIL
begin

QtyOrd : integer
end

rel-type reference between one PRODUCT and many DET AIL

end

CustId
CustName
FistName[4]
CustAddress
     Street
     City

CUSTOMER

OrdId
DateOrd

ORDER

QtyOrd

DETAIL

ProdId
Description
UnitPrice
QtyOnHand

PRODUCT

places

replaces

referencein
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Figure 16 - NDBS program (basic interface)

Besides this basic interface, NDBS also offered a high level data management
language called ADL-PASCAL. Program SUM1 would be written as SUM2 in this
language (figure 17).

Figure 17 - NDBS program (high level interface)

ADL-PASCAL programs were pre-compiled into plain PASCAL programs inte-
racting with the database through runtime library primitives (in short, SUM2
program was translated into SUM1 program).

program SUM1;
(*$I ORDERSMGMT.TYP *)
(*$I DBMS.PAS *)
var  PRO : TPRODUCT; D: TDETAIL; Q: real;
begin

dbopen ('ORDERSMGMT'); if not dbfound  then ...;
PRO.ProdId := 'PA60'; dbid (PRODUCT,PRO);
if dbfound  do begin

Q := O:
dbfpath (D,PRO,reference);
while dbfound  do begin

Q := Q + D.QtyOrd;
dbnpath (D,PRO,reference)

end;
writeln('Total quantity of ',PRO.ProdId,'=',Q)

end;
dbclose

end.

program SUM2;
# database ORDERSMGMT;
var  PRO : TPRODUCT; D: TDETAIL; Q: real;
begin
# open;
# for PRO := PRODUCT(:ProdId := 'PA60') do

Q := 0;
# for D := DETAIL(reference: PRO) do

    Q := Q + D.QtyOrd;
# endfor;

writeln('Total quantity of ',PRO.ProdId,'=',Q)
# endfor;
# close
end.
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2.2.4 SQL-script: a scripting language for SQL

Microsoft Access provides two ways to execute SQL statements: as Access
queries (straighforward but allows single queries only) and embedded in VB
programs (powerful but quite complex). We have designed and implemented a
scripting language (SQL-script) through which one can write simple SQL
programs. A SQL-script program is made up of a sequence of SQL statements,
but also, if necessary, of variables, computation, macros, loops, alternatives and
interaction with users. An interpreter for SQL-script has been developed in MS
Access13 [SQL-script]. The script of figure 18 is (almost) self-explaining14:

Figure 18 - Simple SQL-script program: define-load-query

The next script (figure 19) is more complex. It runs against a bill-of-material
database that comprises two tables. Table PRODUCT has key column PROID and
optional column UPRICE (unit price). Table COMPOSITION has two columns
COMPOUND and COMPONENT, acting as foreign keys to PRODUCT, and a third
column QTY, that states how much component enters in one unit of the compound
product. Initially, only primary (non-compound) products have a PRICE value.
The goal of the script is to compute the price of all non primary products. It is
recursive by nature but has been transformed into an iterative procedure.

13. A new version written in Java/JDBC has been developed by a bachelor student but the result
still need some final polishing.
14. In an expression, $V$ designates the value of variable V. If V contains a statement, this
expression allows the latter to be executed. This feature makes SQL-Script a dynamic language.
Statement ask asks the user for a string value; it mentions the receiving variable and the user
prompt.

  -- Create table CUSTOMER 

  create table CUSTOMER (CUSID char(8) not null,
                         NAME  char(18) not null,
                         CITY char(20) not null,
               constraint PKCLI primary key (NCLI)) ;

  -- Load some data

  insert into CUSTOMER values ('B112','HANSENNE','P oitiers');
  insert into CUSTOMER values ('C123','MERCIER','Na mur');
  insert into CUSTOMER values ('B332','MONTI','Gene ve');

  -- extract selected rows and store them in a snap shot table

  ask VAL = Name of the city?;

  insert into CUST_$VAL$(CUSID,NAME)
  select CUSID, NAME from CUSTOMER
  where  CITY = '$VAL$';
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Figure 19 - Complex SQL-script program: bill-of-material update

2.2.5 Virtual data models (wrappers)

Several architectures have been based on the concept of wrapper.  A wrapper is a
software component that encapsulates a data source (such as a file, a spreadsheet,
a database or web pages) so that it provides its users (typically application
programs) with a data model that is different from that of the data source. A
wrapper forms a virtual DBMS that offers a virtual data model as well as a virtual
data manipulation language (to some extent, JDBC, ODBS and ADO are generic
wrappers). Wrappers have been used as natural interfaces to network databases
[P81-01], as building blocks in federated databases [P01-03] and in an evolutive
migration architecture allowing easy conversion of application programs [P08-
05]. Normally, a wrapper simulates a new technology on top of a legacy data
manager [P01-03]. In the migration application, inverse wrappers simulate the

   display  Computing all product prices

   set  ZERO = 0;
   set  TOTAL = 0;

label  UPDATE;

-- Any product still needing to be updated?

   compute  N = select count(*) as A from PRODUCT
               where UPRICE is null;

   compute  TOTAL = TOTAL + N;

   if  N = ZERO goto  COMPLETED;

-- Update compound PRODUCTs ( High) without UPRICE and all
-- the component PRODUCTs ( Low) of which have a UPRICE value.
--(according to the MS ACCESS SQL syntax).

   update  PRODUCT as H, COMPOSITION as C, PRODUCT as L
   set H.UPRICE = iif(H.UPRICE is null,0,H.PRICE)
                  + C.QTY*L.UPRICE
   where H.PROID = C.COMPOUND and C.COMPONENT = L.P ROID
   and   H.UPRICE is null
   and   not exists(select *
                    from  COMPOSITION as CC, PRODUC T as LL
                    where CC.COMPOUND = H.PROID
                    and   CC.COMPONENT = LL.PROID
                    and   LL.UPRICE is null);

   goto  UPDATE;

label  COMPLETED;

   display  Update completed. $TOTAL$ products updated.;
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legacy technology (typically CODASYL or standard files) on top of an SQL
DBMS in order to minimize the source code adaptation [P04-04]. Figure 20 shows
two concurrent application interfaces: native (left) and through a wrapper (right).
The latter transforms relational data into objects. For this, it is often referred to as
Object-relational mapping or O/RM. Practically, a wrapper is notably defined by
its API. 

The wrapper technology and architecture have been extensively studied, experi-
mented and used since 1981 in various contexts. 

1. The IDML project [P81-01].

1. Database access code generation [B86]. 
2. Legacy database interoperability [P99-01] [P01-03] [P04-08] [P05-03]  [P06-08]. 
3. Information system evolution and migration [P03-03] [P04-04] [P06-04] [P08-

05] [PHD09].
4. High-level database programming through conceptual object classes to sup-

port fast system evolution [P10-05].

Figure 20 - Example of wrapper transforming a relational schema into an object 
schema (from [P10-05]). Application programs can access the database either nati-

vely (left) or through the wrapper (right).

In [B86], a detailed specification and refinement methodology is proposed to
build conceptual and logical wrappers for SQL2, CODASYL and standard files.
The proposal is based on the four system architectures shown in figure 21, that
we describe from right to left. 

1. The standard structure is that of an application program using the native
DBMS API (the Native application program / DBMS coupling). The application
program is fully dependent on the DBMS interface. 

2. The DBMS model can be interfaced through a thin wrapper that neutralizes the
idiosynchrasies of the DBMS of the same family while preserving the DBMS
model (Logical application program / logical wrapper / DBMS). The application
program still is dependent on the model of a DBMS family but is now portable
among the members of this family. ODBC and JDBC are typical examples of

object/relational
wrapper

RDB data

Application
program

relational schema

Application
program

object schema
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logical wrappers for SQL2. 
3. In the third architecture (Abstract logical application program / abstract logical

wrapper / DBMS), the wrapper offers a logical view independent of the DBMS
model. For example, the abstract logical wrapper provides application pro-
grams with a relational or network view of foreign databases. This architecture
is exploited in [P06-04] [P06-08] and [P08-05] to alleviate database migration
effort. O/RM (object/relational maping) architectures also fall in this category.

4. In the last architecture (Conceptual application program / conceptual wrapper /
DBMS), the application programs are provided with a conceptual view of da-
tabases. Conceptual wrappers are notably discussed in [P10-05], where their
support to the GISELE metadata repository is illustrated. They allow programs
to access data through an Entity-relationship view of relational databases15.

Figure 21 - Wrapper architectures in application systems (according to [B86])

The fast evolution of application systems forces developers to adopt defensive
programming techniques to facilitate system adaptation. We have designed a Java
API that offers data manipulation at the conceptual level (according to a variant
of the Entity-relationship model). The API is automatically generated by the DB-
MAIN CASE tool according to rules that minimize the impact of changes on the
database, on the data and on the application programs [P10-05]. This API and its
design and production environment have been used to support the model base of
complex clinical pathway modeling and processing (GISELE project).

15. The conceptual wrappers are generated by the DB-MAIN CASE tool. Since they access the
database through the JDBC interface, the resulting architecture actually obeys the pattern
Conceptual application program / conceptual wrapper / logical wrapper / DBMS.

Conceptual
application

program

conceptual
wrapper

abstract logical
wrapper

logical
wrapper

DBMS

Abstract logical
application

program

Logical
application

program

Native
application

program
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2.3 Special-purpose data models and languages

2.3.1 Decision support data model

References [P90-02] and [B94] describe a decision support model coupling a data-
base with a computing model. The data model is a simple Entity-relationship
model (similar to that of NDBS) in which attributes are either basic or derived. A
derived attribute is defined by a derivation expression referencing other attributes
of the schema. The derivation language is based on ADL (see below). This appli-
cation is described in more detail in forthcoming chapter Databases and
Computing Models, which shows that such a model can be implemented as an
active database. Figure 22 shows a simple Entity-relationship schema in which
attributes Detail-Amount and Total-Amount are derived. 

Figure 22 - Conceptual model including two derived atributes. Their definition is given 
in metaproperties def in the DB-MAIN model.

Detail-Amount is defined by the expression

      $.OrdQty * PRODUCT(ref:$).Price

which reads as follows, for each current DETAIL entity, denoted by $ (= self): 

the value of OrdQty ($.OrdQty) multiplied by the value of Price of the
PRODUCT entity connected by rel to $ (PRODUCT(ref:$).Price ). In
short, the value of detail amount is obtained by multiplying the ordered
quantity by the price of the product it references.
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Total-Amount is defined by the expression

      Sum(D=DETAIL(in:$); D.Detail-Amount)

Sum is an agregation function defined by two expressions: an iterator and
the value to be agregated. The iterator is called D and designates all the
DETAIL entities connected to $ by relationship type in. The value to be agre-
gated is that of attribute Detail-Amount  of D. In short, the total amount of
an order is obtained by summing the amount values of all the details of this
order.

2.3.2 Temporal data models and languages

In the context of the TimeStamp project, the DB-MAIN model has been extended
to express temporal dimensions of data (transaction, valid, bitemporal) at the
conceptual, logical and physical levels. A specific methodology has been desi-
gned and code generation rules have been implemented in DB-MAIN for
building the temporal data structures as an (Oracle) active relational database
[P01-02].

Figure 23 - Temporal conceptual (left) and relational(right) schemas. Tag /v denotes 
valid time constructs while /b denotes bitemporal constructs (schemas from [P01-02])

A subset of SQL has been extended with bitemporal dimensions. This variant was
named T-SQL (as a subset of TSQL2). It was used through the T-ODBC API, an
ODBC-like interface built on top of ODBC.

The following fragment of C program displays the name and salary of the
employees of project BIOTECH as on valid time 35 (temporal relation schema of
figure 23). The SQL query uses a temporal projection (including coalescing) and
a temporal selection. It replaces several hundreds of C/ODBC lines of complex
(practically unreadable and therefore unreliable) code that would have been
necessary without resorting to T-ODBC.

0-N

1-1 works/v

PROJECT/b

Name
Budget/b
Department/b

id: Name

EMPLOYEE/v

Number
Name
Salary/v
Address/v

id: Number

PROJECT/b

Name
Budget/b
Department/b

id: Name

EMPLOYEE/v

Number
Salary/v
Address/v
Project/v

id: Number
ref: Project/v
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Figure 24 - Temporal C/T-ODBC program

2.4 MODEL ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION

2.4.1 DBMS models

Descriptions of data models specific to the most popular DBMS are available in
various references. SQL2, SQL3 in [B09], hierarchical or IMS in [P09-02] and
[B02-02], network or CODASYL DBTG in [P09-03], [R03-01] and [B02-02] and
XML in [P04-02]. Elementary knowledge in legacy data models is important in
database reverse engineering. Also, it can't be bad to show young IT professio-
nals that database technology did not appear with the MySQL database of their
first web site! On the contrary, data managers have a long history and many of the
seemingly nice innovative data management features already existed in the
seventies (e.g., triggers, predicates, dynamic DML, metadata, derived data, distri-
buted data), and sometimes before.

2.4.2 UML data model

UML class diagrams are often used to express database schemas. The ability of
this formalism to describe conceptual schemas has been studied in references
[R02-01] and [B09]. It appears that by discarding some ill-designed constructs
(notably n-ary associations and qualified associations) and by adding a small
number of constructs (such as identifiers and other basic constraints) it is possible

char name[50], salary [20], output[100];
sdword cbname, cbsalary ;
. . .; 
rc = SQLConnect(hdbc,...);
rc = TSQLExecDirect (hdbc,hstmt,

" select snapshot Name, Salary
 from   EMPLOYEE
 where  valid(EMPLOYEE) contains timepoint'35'
 and    Project = 'BIOTECH '",type);

rc = SQLBindCol(hstmt,1,SQL_C_CHAR,name,50,cbname);
rc = SQLBindCol(hstmt,2,SQL_C_CHAR,salary,20,cbsala ry);
do { rc = SQLFetch(hstmt);

if(rc == SQL_NO_DATA)  break;
strcpy(output,"Name: ") ; strcat(output,name);
strcat(output,"Salary: "); strcat(output,salary);
MessageBox(output,"TUPLE",MB_OK);

}while(rc != SQL_NO_DATA);
...; 
rc = SQLDisconnect(hdbc); ...
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de define a variant of UML (called DB-UML) quite fitted to database conceptual
modeling (figure 26). 

DB-UML has also been implemented in the DB-MAIN CASE tool, together with
bi-directional global schema transformations with the DB-MAIN GER model.

Figure 25 - A hierarchical schema (left) and its equivalent (right) in the network model 
(respectively from [P09-03] and [P09-04])

Figure 26 - A DB-UML schema in DB-MAIN
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2.5 LANGUAGE PROCESSING

2.5.1 Co-transformation 

Current studies in software intensive system evolution emphasize the concept of
co-transformation. When two artefacts A and B interact (e.g., program B
working on database A), modifying A may imply modifying B accordingly. If
changes to A can be modeled by transformations, the adaptation of B can, under
specific conditions, be carried out automatically. The coordinated modification of
A and B is called co-transformation.  The idea was first suggested in [B86] to
automatically transform ADL algorithms defined on a conceptual schema into
algorithms compliant with a logical model such as SQL, standard file structure or
CODASYL. More recently, co-transformations were studied in the context of
data intensive system evolution. The problem addressed is the following. We
consider, as a case study, a legacy database that is to migrate to a modern plat-
form. The best approach consists in reverse engineering the legacy database in
order to get its conceptual schema, then to generate a new database according to
the new data model. Then the legacy data are transformed and moved to the new
database and, finally, the application programs are adapted to the new schema
and the new API. The whole process can be described as a co-transformation of
schema, data and programs, driven by schema transformation. In this process,
program transformation is particularly challenging. The problem is described in
[P04-03], [P06-04] and [P06-06], an application in [P08-05] and the full solution,
including the use of ASF/SDF for program transformation, in [PHD09]. A short
synthesis was published in [P10-08].

2.5.2 Program understanding

Database reverse engineering requires the elicitation of implicit (i.e., not expli-
citly declared in the DDL code) data structures and constraints. This process
relies on various techniques such as data analysis, schema analysis and program
source code analysis.  Code analysis is a complex matter but it provides essential
information on the data structures. For instance, implicit foreign keys can be
detected through the examination of the data validation sections that precede the
insert statements in application programs. Identification of programming clichés,
dependency graph and program slicing are some techniques that have been
studied and implemented in DB-MAIN [P96-01] [P98-01] [P98-02] [PHD03]

Recently, we applied dynamic program analysis techniques to the detection of
dynamic SQL statements, which are increasingly used in web applications
(through JDBC or PHP for instance) [P08-02] [PHD09] [P11-06].
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3. Metamodeling

Meta-X is an X about X (replace X by any name pertaining to philosophy, linguistic,
mathematics or computer science). For instance, a meta-language is a language that
allows us to define languages (their syntax and sometimes their semantics). Meta-
data are data that describe the structure and other properties of data (generally user
data). An interesting aspect of meta-something is that it should describe itself: since
meta-something describes any kind of something, and meta-something being some-
thing, we should be able to use meta-something to describe meta-something. It
seems to be pure brain teasing but this observation has practical consequences. For
instance, the table of tables (generically named SYS_TABLE) in the catalog of any
relational database is a metatable that contains metadata. It includes a row that
describes this table itself. 
    The domain of database engineering makes intensive use of meta-level concepts.
For instance any CASE tool includes some sort of database in which it stores its
data. This database contains descriptions of schemas, among others. These descrip-
tions are metadata. This database bears several names according to the community
that uses it, namely metadatabase, metabase, (metadata) repository, model base or
encyclopedia (this one a bit outdated). 
    The term metamodel designates a model that is used to describe other models.
Since the database community prefers the term schema instead of model (the latter
having another interpretation, as in relational model), this proposition translates as
follows: the term metaschema designates a schema that is used to describe other
schemas. If all this seems a bit complicated, just remember that, considering a defi-
nite database with schema S and contents (the data) D: D is an instance of S, S is an
instance of MS and MS is an instance of . . . MS itself, unless you want to introduce
the concept of metametaschema! Not a bad idea but you should stop at some times.
The sooner the better. 

Distinguishing what resorts to the model level and what resorts to the metamodel
level is not always easy, particularly in CASE tools, where these levels sometimes
are interleaved. One possible criterion consists in identifying the main actors at each
level, that is the persons that are allowed to manipulate the objects if this level, and
in particular to create, delete and update, directly or indirectly, these objects. 

1. At the data, or instance, level, we obviously find the end users. Their role in-
volves creating, deleting and updating data from the database. For this, they
have to consult the schema of the database but they cannot modify it.

2. The schema level is the field of designers, analyst and developers. They crea-
te, delete and update schemas and application programs. They are not interes-
ted in data. They must know and understand the models and languages
relevant to their task (the guidelines to build schemas ans applications, such as
the Entity-relationship model) but they cannot modify them.

3. The model level concerns a small community, namely the methodologists.
They select or build appropriate models and languages for the designers, ana-
lysts and developers. They are not interested in actual schemas and application
programs. They must know and understand the metamodels relevant to their
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task (the guidelines to build models, such as UML MOF) but they cannot mo-
dify them.

The schema of figure 27 is the (partial) metaschema of the basic ER model in
which attributes are atomic and single-valued, and relationship types are binary.

Figure 27 - The metaschema of the basic Entity-relationship model expressed in the 
DB-MAIN model (translated from [B09])

In fact, defining a model as an instance of a metamodel is not the only way to
describe a model. Another technique consists in using a generic model G that
encompasses all the concepts and structures of a family of more specific models.
Each specific model M is then defined as a specialization of G. The specialization
process consists in selecting in G the objects pertinent for M, then stating the
assembly constraints that defines valid schemas in M (this process is described, a.o.,
in [P05-08] and [P05-11]). 
    We describe in the following four contributions to the theme of metamodeling.

3.1 The Generic Entity-relationship (GER) model

The Generic Entity-relationship (GER) model is a wide spectrum model that
encompasses several levels of abstraction (e.g., conceptual, logical, physical)
and, at each level, several paradigms (e.g., ER, UML, SQL2, SQL3, XML, stan-
dard files, CODASYL, IMS, etc.). It has been described in section 2.1.4 and has
been defined in references [P89-01] and [P06-10]. Defining specific models from
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the GER is done through a specialization mechanism as illustrated in section
2.1.5.

3.2 The DB-MAIN CASE tool

The DB-MAIN CASE tool includes a repository (or metabase, or referential)
inspired by the GER model. It stores methodologies, projects, data schemas,
processing schemas and methods and histories. Working on the repository,
notably through the Voyager 2 or Java languages, makes it possible to add new
object types to the DB-MAIN metaschema and to develop new functions. Some
aspects of the repository and its extensibility are described in references [P99-03]
and [P99-06]. The documentation of DB-MAIN includes a programming manual
for Voyager 2 and Java, as well as the specification of the repository schema [DB-
MAIN].

3.3 Languages for CASE tools

Two specific languages offered by the DB-MAIN environment have been described
in section 2.1.5, one for structural constraint specification and the other for transfor-
mation. We will briefly describe some of the DB-MAIN languages that consult and
process the contents of the DB-MAIN repository, that is, metadata. For that they
naturally find their place in this section. 

a)DB-MAIN programming language

As any high-end CASE tool, the DB-MAIN environment allows users to develop
new functions (checkers, code/report generators, reasoners, transformation, etc.)
A first language, Voyager 2, was developed in 1995. This complete procedural
language16 provides declarative statements to access the DB-MAIN repository
(the database in which DB-MAIN stores the projects, schemas and other products
it manages). The program of figure 28 display some basic statistics on the current
schema: number of entity types, number of relationship types, number of attri-
butes and the maximum number of attributes per entity type. Some types refer to
object types of the repository: schema (a schema), data_object (supertype for
most repository object types), ent_rel_type (supertype for entity type and rela-
tionship type), entity_type and attribute (as expected). Method GetType returns the
most specific type of a data_object instance.

Later on, ReveR (the spin-off of the Database Research Group in charge of the
maintenance and evolution of the tool) included a JVM (Java virtual machine)
into the tool to allow Java plug-ins to be developed as well [DB-MAIN].

16. Voyager 2 borrows features of PASCAL, C++, Lisp and ADL.
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Figure 28 - Voyager 2 program computing statistics on the current schema

 schema: sch;

 data_object: d;

 ent_rel_type: ert;

 entity_type: e;

 integer: typ, ne, na, nr, na_max;

 procedure update_max(ent_rel_type: e)

   integer: max_at;

   attribute: a;

   entity_type: ent;

 { max_at:=0;

   ent:=e;

   for a in ATTRIBUTE[a]{@OWNER_ATT:[ent]} do {

     max_at:=max_at+1;

   };

   if max_at> na_max then { na_max:=max_at; };

 }

  begin

   SetPrintList("","","");

   sch:=GetCurrentSchema();

   if IsVoid(sch) then {

       print("No Schema !\n");

   } else {

       ne:=0; nr:=0; na:=0; na_max:=0;

       for d in DATA_OBJECT[d]{@SCH_DATA:[sch]} do {

       typ:=GetType(d);

       switch (typ) {

          case ENTITY_TYPE: ne:=ne+1; ert:=d; updat e_max(d);

          case REL_TYPE:    nr:=nr+1;

          otherwise:        na:=na+1;

       };

     };

   };

   print(["\nSTATISTICS:","\n-----------\n",

          "#Entity types:\t",ne,"\n#Rel-types:\t",n r,

          "\n#Attributes:\t",na,

          "\nMax attributes per entity: ",na_max,'\ n']);

 end 
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b)DB-MAIN scripting

The DB-MAIN environment includes two high-level languages for the analysis
and transformation of specifications. Though they do not offer the power and
flexibility of Voyager 2 and Java, they provide a fast and intuitive means to build
method fragment. 

The analysis scripting language is based on the constraint metalanguage
described in section 2.1.5. An analysis script is a set of constraints against which
the current schema is checked. It can be used as a query language or as a valida-
tion language. In the search mode, the analysis engine identifies the schema
constructs that satisfy at least one constraint of the script. In the validate mode, it
identifies the schema constructs that violate at least one constraint. The analysis
script of figure 29 defines the properties any DB-MAIN schema must satisfy in
order to represent a valid SQL2 schema. 

The transformation scripting language provide an easy way to write schema
transformation algorithms. It relies on the transformation metalanguage described
in section 2.1.5. The transformation script of figure 30 states how Entity-rela-
tionship schemas must be transformed to comply with the SQL2 model. The body
od a LOOP-ENDLOOP statement is executed until no schema object can be trans-
formed any more.  

c)DB-MAIN engineering process description language

The Method Definition Language (MDL) allows the building of engineering
method. A method defines the best way to solve a class of engineering problems,
such as conceptual normalization, schema integration, relational logical design,
physical design or DB2 reverse engineering. A method is defined notably by 
• the classes of products it copes with,
• its input and output products
• its strategy. 

A method is top-level engineering process (SQL2_LOGICAL_DESIGN is the name
of the process that states how to derive an SQL2 schema from an Entity-rela-
tionship schema). An elementary process has an implicit strategy defined by a
procedure written in Voyager 2 or in Java, by a primitive of the DB-MAIN
engine or BY a user action. The strategy of a complex process is defined by a
workflow expressed in a process language, which is a part of MDL. Each subpro-
cess of a workflow can be described as process, so that hierarchical proceses of
arbitrary depth can be defined. An MDL specification can be viewed graphically.

 A class of product is specified through an analysis script. Input/ouput products
are defined as variables of definite product classes. 

DB-MAIN includes a method engine that can enact a definite method, therefore
guiding users in carrying out complex engineering processes. 

These principles are described in references [P99-02], [P00-03], [PHD02] and in
the documentation of DB-MAIN.
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Figure 29 - Constraint script defining the IBM DB2 submodel

-- A relational schema includes at least one table

ET_per_SCHEMA(1 N)

-- A relational schema includes no rel-types

RT_per_SCHEMA(0 0)

-- Each table has at least one column

ATT_per_ET(1 N)

-- Only one primary identifier per table

PID_per_ET(0 1)

-- Two (primary/secondary) identifiers have distinc t components

ID_DIFF_in_ET(components)

-- A relational schema includes no is-a relation

SUB_TYPES_per_ISA(0 0)

-- Columns are atomic and single-valued

DEPTH_of_ATT(1 1)

  and MAX_CARD_of_ATT(1 1)

-- Columns of type CHAR are limited in length

TYPE_DEF_for_ATT(char 1 254)

-- User-domains are atomic and single-valued

TYPE_DEF_for_ATT(user 0 N 1 1 0 0)

-- Each identifier is supported by an index

ID_NOT_KEY_per_ET(0 0)

-- Groups include at least on component

COMP_per_GROUP(1 N)

-- (Primary/secondary) identifiers are made of NOT NULL columns

OPT_ATT_per_EID(0 0)

-- Constraints and indexes have distinct names

UNIQUE_among_NAMES(schema)

 or not CONCERNED_NAMES(group)

-- Names follow definite syntactical rules

ALL_CHARS_in_LIST_NAMES(ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklm
nopqrstuvwxyz0123456789_)

  and NONE_in_LIST_NAMES(_$,$$)

CONCERNED_NAMES(ET)

  and LENGTH_of_NAMES(1 128)

 or CONCERNED_NAMES(ATT)

  and LENGTH_of_NAMES(1 30)

 or CONCERNED_NAMES(GROUP)

  and LENGTH_of_NAMES(1 18)

-- SQL reserved words are not allowed

NONE_in_FILE_CI_NAMES(DB2.NAM)
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Figure 30 - Transformation script that translates any conceptual schema into a logical 
relational schema

3.4 The METADONE metaCASE tool

In parallel to the development of the repository of DB-MAIN, a new research was
conducted on generic CASE tool architectures. The proposal comprised three
languages, namely a concept definition language, a procedural language and a
graphical language (GRASYLA) [P99-03] [P99-06] [PHD00]. The research is
ongoing through the development of the METADONE metaCASE tool, [P02-
04], [P07-06].

3.5 The GISELE model base

The goal of the GISELE project is the development of a software environment for
the design, checking, validation and control of complex and critical clinical care
workflows involving agents and processes. The mission of the Database Research
Group is, among others, to design and develop the model base storing descrip-
tions of workflow models, workflow cases (instances of workflow models),
information, resources, organisation entities and structures, access control, evolu-
tion, goals and validation.

ISA_into_RT

RT_into_ET(ATT_per_RT(1 N)

           or PROCUNIT_per_RT(1 N)

           or ROLE_per_RT(3 N))

SPLIT_MULTIET_ROLE

RT_into_ET(N_ROLE_per_RT(2 2))

MATERIALIZE

LOOP

  ATT_into_ET_INST(MAX_CARD_of_ATT(2 N))

  DISAGGREGATE

ENDLOOP

RENAME_GROUP

LOOP

  RT_into_REF

  SMART_ADD_TECH_ID

ENDLOOP
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Figure 31 - The main five submodels of the GISELE model

The Process submodel describes the components of medical processes, tasks and
workflows (including care paths). Usual components such as decision points,
synchronisation points, assertions, exceptions, events are pertinent for medical
workflows. The process submodel extends and specialises the standard workflow
models (such as BPMN, Little Jill, hMSC or YAWL for instance) to cope with
hierarchical, procedural, event-based and flexible workflows. The main concept
of the Process submodel are shown in figure 32.

The Organisation structures defines the context in which, for which and by which
processes are executed and information circulates. This model describes the orga-
nisational units (hospital, departments, services, administrations, third parties,
laboratories), the roles, the agents (such as administrative and medical personnel,
but also patients) as well as the inter-relations between them. 

The Information submodel describes all the information that is collected, stored,
processed, archived and circulated in the healthcare application domain. The term
information encompasses a very large variety of forms, structures and goals. A
patient record, the database of a hospital, HL7 messages, an administrative form,
a variable in a workflow, a collection of guidelines for a definite pathology, a
prescription, a specific ontology or thesaurus (e.g., UMLS) all are information
pieces that must be clearly identified and described. This submodel also defines
the relations between information and the others submodels. 

The Resources submodel describes the means that are necessary for agents to
perform the processes they are responsible for. One hour of Pet scan, a drug, a
room, a brain surgeon, electrical power, a calendar are some examples of
resources required to execute some processes. A resource is provided by an orga-
nisational unit (including agents). Properties of resources include sharability,
availability, reusability and cost. 

ProcessProcess InformationInformation

uses/produces

ResourcesResources

requires
provides    

Access controlAccess control
granted to access to

Organisation
(agents)

Organisation
(agents)

for / by
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The Access control submodel describes the rights granted to organisational units
to perform actions on information units, processes and resorces. Policies such as
DAC, MAC or RBAC can be described. 

Figure 32 - Partial schema of the Process submodel

The conceptual schema of the model base is described in [TR10-02] and [P12-01]
while its implementation is detailed in [P10-05]. 
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